Product Update – December 1, 2021
Converus updated the EyeDetect Dashboard Test Report and the EyeDetect+ Manager software
at 6:30 p.m. MT on Wednesday, December 1, 2021. This document summarizes those changes
and improvements.
Test Report: Converus Credibility Result for Probable Confession
In an MCT test, if an examinee reacts to one or more topics AND makes a “probable confession” to one
or more topics, the report will now indicate which issue(s) was a probable confession while also
indicating truthful/deceptive scores for other topics. Previously, the test report only indicated
truthful/deceptive scores.
A probable confession occurs when an examinee answers a high percentage of test questions in an
unexpected manner—essentially admitting participation in the target issue. In the image below, the R1
issue was scored as “probable confession,” which indicates guilt for that issue.

The Dashboard will now indicate a “– “ for any issue scored as Probable Confession. In the image below,
the R1 issue was a “probable confession.”

Test Report: Conclusion Updated
The conclusion section, which explains test results in paragraph form, is now more concise.
Test Report: Explanation of Examinee Answers Added
A section entitled “Explanation of Examinee Answers” has been added and follows the Conclusion
section. It mentions that “expected” answers (assuming the person is innocent) indicate denial of
participation in the issue in question. Also, “unexpected” answers indicate the examinee either admitted
to participation in the issue, intentionally answered contrary, misunderstood the question, or
accidentally selected the unexpected answer.
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Test Report: Test Response Summary Changes
1. The Test Response Summary table was renamed “Summary of Examinee Answers.”
2. The phrase “Test Questions - Incorrect” was renamed “Unexpected Answers.”
3. The phrase “Test Questions - Timed Out” was renamed “Unanswered Questions.”
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Test Report: Test Response Detail Section Changes
1. The Test Response Detail table has been renamed “Answer Detail” with (R#) indicating the relevant
issue. In the image below, this is the R2 section.
2. The Legend section previously referred to “Correct,” “Incorrect,” and “Timed Out” responses has
been renamed “Expected Answer,” “Unexpected Answer,” and “Timed Out” answer.
3. The phrase “Correct Answer” has been renamed “Expected Answer.”
4. Green, red, and yellow squares correspond to the labels in the Legend and indicate examinee
answers with a T, F, Y, or N to indicate True or False for standard tests and Yes or No for hybrid tests.
5. The phrase “Self-Incriminating” has been renamed to refer to the % of “Unexpected Answers.”
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EyeDetect+ Manager Software Updates
1. The order in which the polygraph signals appear in EyeDetect+ Manager is now the same as the
signals appear in the Test Report on the Converus Dashboard.
2. Examiners/Test Proctors can now make manual polygraph annotations during an EyeDetect+ test.
3. Examiners/Test Proctors can now manually advance the test question in a Hybrid EyeDetect+ Test.
4. Examiners/Test Proctors can now manually stop an EyeDetect+ test running on the EyeDetect
Station from within the EyeDetect+ Manager software using the Send “F10” key button.

For questions related to this information, please email info@converus.com or create a technical support
ticket here.
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